Lindsay Lohan

This sassy red-headed actress was born in New York City on
July 2, 1986 to parents Michael and Dina Lohan. At the age of
three, she starred in numerous print ads and television spots.
In 1998, she landed the lead in Disney’s remake of The Parent
Trap. Still a classic today, the film grossed millions at the
box office and began Lohan’s rise to fame. Her success in the
Disney film led to the opportunity to star in other movies
from the major motion picture company, including Freaky Friday
and Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen. In 2004, Lohan
starred in what is known as one of the greatest chick flicks
ever made. Tina Fey’s Mean Girls became the highest grossing
movie that year and earned the young actress a few awards for
her role as Cady Heron. In 2005, the star returned to her
roots when she appeared in Disney’s Herbie: Fully Loaded. With
yet another box office hit, her career was at a high, and her
growing fan base allowed her to expand her career into music.
She released two albums in 2004 and 2005, which were both a
success.
During her Disney days, Lohan dated singer Aaron Carter from
2002 to 2003 and they were a hot celebrity couple. But as
Lohan’s celebrity status grew, she found herself in the
Hollywood nightlife all too often. In 2007, she started down a
dangerous path filled with struggles and controversy. She has
been arrested many times for reckless driving and landed
herself in rehab for both drugs and alcohol on more than one
occasion. Just when we thought the star would be out of the
headlines, she surprised us with a serious celebrity
relationship with D.J. Samantha Ronson. Unfortunately, her
long-term love (which eventually ended) didn’t help LiLo’s bad
habits. Since then, the star has continued her troubled life

with a car accident in 2012 that led to a stricter rehab
program and plenty of court dates. Trouble with the law hasn’t
hindered this starlet’s love life. In 2014, In Touch Weekly
published a list of Lohan’s rumored famous relationships,
which included Evan Peters, Adam Levine and 34 other Hollywood
household names. Despite debacles with celebrity gossip, Lohan
and Russian business heir Egor Tarabasov are enjoying their
celebrity engagement.

